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Thanks For Joining Today



The Plan

Getting Accompanying Material 

Feedback - A definition 

Machines ready! 

Feedback & Tasks 

Automatically running 

Enjoy enlightenment about aspects of Ruby 

Further steps



Rules & Guidelines I

If possible: Help others, pair program/install/learn 

Ask & answer questions 

Your neighbour, DuckDuckGo, Google… 

Exercises not meant to be finished within time box 

Working on task > finishing task



Rules & Guidelines II

Find an issue? 

Share on flip charts/whiteboards 

Help other pairs or people



No Handout!

Contains more… 

Examples 

Exercises 

Stories 

Links 

Free for conference attendees

PLEASE: Don’t read it just yet!



https://leanpub.com/fastfeedbackusingruby/ 

https://github.com/s2k/fastfeedbackusingruby_workshop 

> git clone https://github.com/s2k/fastfeedbackusingruby_workshop.git

Conference WiFi Works -  Plan A - Preparation 1



Feedback – A Definition

feedback |ˈfiːdbak| Oxford Dictionary of English 
 OS X dictionary too 

noun [ mass noun ] 

1. information about reactions to a product, a person's performance of a task, etc. 
which is used as a basis for improvement. 

2. the modification or control of a process or system by its results or effects, for 
example in a biochemical pathway or behavioural response… 

3. the return of a fraction of the output signal from an amplifier, microphone, or 
other device to the input of the same device; sound distortion produced by this.



Why Feedback?

Users don’t know what they want, 
they know what they don’t want 

once you’ve build it for them.
–Jez Humble. Continuous Delivery Live Lessons. 

paraphrased from “Lean IT: Enabling and Sustaining your Lean 
Transformation” by Mike Orzen and Steve Bell



Is Ruby Installed On Your Computer?

It should be. 🙂 

We have some minutes to do it. 😃



Installing Ruby… If Needed

Your Choice… 
https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/documentation/installation/ 
macOS & Linux 

RVM: Follow instructions at https://rvm.io/ 
RBENV: https://github.com/rbenv/rbenv 
(may take too long for this workshop) 

macOS 
brew install ruby # Needs Homebrew 

Linux: apt, yum, snap should also work 
Windows: https://rubyinstaller.org/

https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/documentation/installation/
https://rvm.io/
https://github.com/rbenv/rbenv
https://rubyinstaller.org/


Machines Ready! – Exercise 1

Try this: 

 
Difficulties? Error messages? → Ask! Neighbour, DuckDuckGo,… 
… or run ./install_gems inside exercises/1/ 

On my machine: 
ruby: ruby 3.1.2p20 (2022-04-12 revision …) [x86_64-darwin21] 
gem: 3.3.22 
bundler: Bundler version 2.3.24 
guard: Guard version 2.18.0 
rake: rake, version 13.0.6 
cucumber: 8.0.0

ruby -e '%w(ruby gem bundler guard rake cucumber).each { |c| puts "#{c}: " + `#{c} --version`}'

exercises/1/version_check.sh



Machines Ready?

Working everywhere? 

Where isn’t it working? 

If necessary:  

Re-organise into groups with at least one working installation



Feedback In Ruby

Interactive:  
irb or pry  
(Use pry & its plugins) 

Experiment with… 
classes, modules, blocks & methods

https://pry.github.io



> gem install pry pry-doc pry-awesome_print 
> gem install pry-coolline # Maybe try this 
> pry 

Then try some Ruby code

Try Pry

WHAT?!?Well… it’s OK.



An Initial Gemfile

source 'https://rubygems.org' # Where to get the Rubygems 

ruby ‘3.1.2’                  # What Ruby version to use 

gem 'RedCloth', '~> 4.3.2’    # A gem I'm using 

My way to start: 
No grouping by environment 
Some version constraints, especially when sharing code 
Add complexity when needed

Gemfile



A Script To Transform Text Files

require 'redcloth' 

filename = ARGV.first 
output_filename = File.basename(filename, '.*') + '.html' 

File.open(output_filename, 'w') do |f| 
  f.puts RedCloth.new(File.read(filename)).to_html 
end

Because… what could go wrong?

simple_text_transformation.rb



Try It – In Groups of ≈ 4 – Exercise 2

For a few minutes: List possible failures 

Order them by by importance 

Fix two or three top issues

require 'redcloth' 

filename = ARGV.first 
output_filename = File.basename(filename, '.*') + '.html' 

File.open(output_filename, 'w') do | f | 
  f.puts RedCloth.new(File.read(filename)).to_html 
end

exercises/2/simple_text_transformation.rb



Debrief: What’s The Issue?

Each team: 

Explain to others 

What’s the most troublesome issue… 

…that has not yet been mentioned 

…that you identified? 

Why is this a problem? 

How can it be fixed?



Plain Ruby Script: Try It -Exercise 3

Pick a simple task (i.e. text file mangling) and 

An (initially) empty folder (or the files in example/3/) 

Create a simple Gemfile & run Bundler 

Write a script that does something…  
…more exciting than the example script 

Run the script



Domain Specific Language for Tasks

Rake

Implemented in Ruby 

Call from command line 

Change the world



Rake

In Rakefile On command line

task :nothing rake nothing

task :leaves do 
  # task implementation 
end

rake leaves

task :clean do 
  # use ENV variable ‘what' 
end

rake clean what=driveway



Strange Task Names – Exercise 4

What can be a task name? 

String and Symbol ➙ OK 

What else can be a task name? 

What’s the strangest thing you can find, 
that can be a task name?  

Why can it? 

Why is it strange?



DebrieF: Present The Odd Thing

What’s the strangest thing you found that can be a task name? 

Why can it? 

Why is it strange?



Turn Script into Task - Exercise 5

Turn a simple Ruby script into Rake task

require 'redcloth' 

filename = ARGV.first 
output_filename = File.basename(filename, '.*') + '.html' 

File.open(output_filename, 'w') do | f | 
  f.puts RedCloth.new(File.read(filename)).to_html 
end

repo/simple_text_transformation.rb



Guard – Introduction

# Starting Gemfile 

source 'https://rubygems.org' 

ruby ‘3.1.2’ 

gem 'RedCloth', '~> 4.3.2’ 

group :development do 
  gem 'guard', '~> 2.18’ 
  gem 'guard-shell', '~> 0.7.2' 
end

Guard:  

a command line tool to 
easily handle events on 

file system modifications 

— http://guardgem.org

repo/starting_Gemfile

http://guardgem.org


Guard opens a REPL

REPL⁇ 

Read-Eval-Print Loop 

Guard uses Pry: 
https://pry.github.io



A Guardfile

guard :shell do 
  watch(/^.+\.txt$/) { |file_match|  
    `bundle exec rake html input=‘./#{file_match[0]}’` if file_match[0] 
  } 
end

guard :shell … Using the shell plug-in

watch(/^.+\.txt$/) … Files ending in ‘.txt’

`bundle exec rake html input=‘./#{…}'` …run shell command if it’s a match

repo/starting_Guardfile



Get Guard To Work – Exercise 6

Put the Gemfile in an empty directory 

Use guard-shell plug-in 

Get bundle exec guard to execute without error 

See Guard react to changing text files 

Explore the behaviour of Guard 

See directory exercises/6/



Hammer & Anvil

Combine Rake & Guard

Why 2 tools? 
Separate responsibilities 

Rake ➙ What to do 
Guard ➙ When to do it



Combine Rake & Guard

Guard 

Decide when to act on a file system change 

Rake 

Decide whether to actually do anything 

Declare what to do



Trade Offs

Guard plug-in for Rake: guard-rake ➙ Convenient 
https://github.com/rubyist/guard-rake 
Shell plug-in + Rake ➙ Full flexibility of Rake



How I Do It

Have separate tasks in Rakefile(s) 

Implement tasks in classes (modules, objects) 

Test those 

Either rake or shell plug-in, depending on context 

Task parameterisation easier in ‘pure’ Rake



More Exercises

Check out more Guard plug-ins 

Experiment & explore (and use pry) 

Read source code, e.g. for Rake, Guard or whatever looks interesting: 
> git clone git@github.com:ruby/rake.git 
Cloning into 'rake'... 
remote: Counting objects: 12072, done. 
remote: Total 12072 … 
Receiving objects: 100% (12072/12072), …, done. 
Resolving deltas: 100% (5977/5977), done. 
Checking connectivity... done. 

Open folder in editor/IDE of choice



Further Topics?

What feature would you like to see covered? 
Some ideas… 

More about Pry? 
Something else? What?





Feedback? Questions?

Talk to me 
…I’m here all days

📧 the.tester@seasidetesting.com

@TheTraveller@sw-development-is.social

s2k

https://seasidetesting.com

@S_2K


